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Charlie has always been different. No one ever told him. He never asked. He’s always 

just known. Well, not always, I suppose. But at least for as long as he can remember.  

From the outside, Charlie was nothing extraordinary. He was rather beige, actually. 

Brown hair, brown eyes, fair skin but not too fair. The ashes crunched under his feet as he made 

his way across the field. The sun was shining. The sun is always shining. (Sometimes the water 

falls, but when that happens we must go under. No one in Docuntile has ever seen the water 

falling. Unless they’re very old, of course. Then perhaps they’ve seen it for themselves in their 

young years.) And like the rest of Docuntile, Charlie was plain. He walked the same as every 

other fifteen year old. His breath rose and fell in the same manner. He blinked at the same meter. 

But, the thing is, every blink for Charlie was a flash of pictures. Charlie could see things. When 

other people blink they hardly notice. Everything just goes black for a moment. But in that 

fraction of a fraction of a second, Charlie can see what no one can see with eyes wide open.  

Sometimes he would stop and just close his eyes completely. He would place the palms 

of his hands against his eyes and press down, accentuating the sensation. And here he stood now, 

taking advantage of his extra sense. He would have to walk on soon if he were to be on time for 

classes, but just for this moment he needed to see them. Behind his eyelids he gazed upon the 

field lit up in stereo. Small dots he had only seen in his pencils and crayons. He could see them a 

little more every day he came here. He’s taken this path mostly everyday since he turned fifteen. 

Fifteen is when you get to start walking to school on your own. Of course, Charlie is still fifteen, 

so he really hasn’t been fifteen all that long. But this was his favorite part of fifteen.  

Charlie lowered his hands and released the pressure from his eyelids and allowed them to 

drift open. The sunspots slowly cleared as if a sponge was soaking up puddles of ink. In their 
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absence returned a field of black, which Charlie had nearly forgotten was there. He walked 

forward reciting dates to himself. Some in preparation for a history quiz he may or may not have 

today. Others just because he likes dates. Mostly dates of the past. Dates of the future aren’t as 

intriguing. (Perhaps if they were he would know if the history quiz was today or this time next 

week.) Dates of the future didn’t mean anything. They had the potential to but they didn’t yet. 

Dates of the past had life. They had meaning, they had something to see. Something to see was 

always more exciting to Charlie than something to wish for. As he arrived at the school, he was 

remembering the day February 9th, 2098: Madeline's sister tripped down the stairs and broke her 

arm. Madeline and Charlie made her a peanut butter and banana sandwich so when she came 

home she would have a snack. (They weren’t allowed to use anything in the kitchen that made 

heat, yet, so the sandwich was really their only option. You are allowed to start using things in 

the kitchen that made heat at age twelve. Madeline and Charlie were only eleven then, and Catty 

was only nine.)  

Charlie felt his bag on his back triple in weight. His bag slipped down and in his blink he 

saw Catty, now thirteen, getting ready for school earlier this morning. At least Charlie assumed 

the scene must’ve been from this earlier this morning. The Catty appearing in a vision behind his 

eyelids now was wearing a shirt he’d never seen before and he saw Catty everyday, so it must be 

from today. This was a very recent past. She was making lunch for herself and Madeline.  

Charlie wasn’t really sure why he saw the things he did behind his eyelids. Why 

sometimes the past he sees is very recent and other times it is a picture he cannot begin to 

recognize. He tries not to concern himself with such wonderings because he knows the hope of 
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answering such questions is lacking. Madeline jumped down off Charlie’s back and bounced to 

his side. Charlie adjusted his backpack and smirked at her. “Tuna today?”  

“It’s weird that you do that.” she cocked her head to the side, “It’s weirder that you’re 

never wrong. You know, every once in awhile you need to at least try to be a little wrong. You 

gotta throw people off the scent or they’ll start to think you’re a mutant and you’ll end up in 

Banflo with all the threatening and polluted things.”  

“Maddy you know there’s no such thing as Banflo. That’s just something they tell you as 

kids so you don’t start wondering or coloring outside the lines or trying to go behind the field.”  

“Banflo is behind the field.”  

“Banflo is not behind the field. Behind the field is more field.” 

“Well you ever been there?” 

“Is the history quiz today?” 

“No, it’s tomorrow and you ignored my question,” she sort of sang this, the way she does 

when she knows she’s right but wants Charlie to admit it.  

“No, I’ve never been to Banflo.” He wasn’t going to lie because there was no point but he 

naturally made sure to coat the word “Banflo” in whimsical absurdity as to not be completely 

defeated.  

The bell rang and all the ages split- finding each other in the crowd of different tinted 

shirts. The shirts with the sweet apple tint went off to the north side, the lemon tinted shirts 

turned left onto the sidewalk (that’s where Catty was this year), the lime tinted shirts followed 

the path to the far room, etc. Madeline and Charlie were engulfed by a swarm tinted like the sky. 

The shirts tinted like the sky were for fifteen year olds. As Charlie followed his crowd, he 
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wondered what it would look like if everyone ran and stood next to someone from a different 

age. If all the tints mixed. I bet it would look like the field during the blink. Charlie’s 

imagination drifted and the tints disappeared into the buildings.  

Now don’t get it in your head that this was one of those towns that brainwashes the kids 

and makes everyone dress the same and walk left-right-left-right. The shirt separations were 

merely for order. Besides, everyone got to pick their own style of the shirt, it is only the tint that 

was dictated.  And the tint of the shirt for Charlie’s age group, when they stood all together, 

looked like the piece of the sky. It was one of the pieces with no clouds that was just far enough 

from the sun that it didn’t upset your eyes to look at it. This has been Charlie’s favorite tint so 

far. Though age nine was also a good year, Charlie has always liked sweet apples.  

“Charlie. Hello.” The thought of the apple vanished from Charlies head and was replaced 

by Madeline’s face, actually actually in front of him, not merely in his head. Her face was not 

quite like an apple but still resembling the tint in a rather impressive fashion. This happens when 

she is upset. “I might as well be talking to Banflo!” (The distaste dripped from the word Banflo 

so evidently you could almost see it.) “You missed everything I said! How do you even manage 

to tune me out for that long, it’s not like my voice is quiet.” 

“I’ve known you since you were four, Maddy. You’re voice has never been quiet. I’ve 

adapted. It’s a survival method. Like how your body fights off a virus faster if it already knows 

the virus.” 

“For your sake, because I love you dearly,” she continued with her chin in the air 

(Maddy’s face had lost most of it’s tomato tint at this point; it faded exponentially with her 

irritation), “I am going to kindly ignore that you just called me a virus-” 
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“I didn’t-” 

“-and repeat my original statement,” Charlie just let her go on, “as I know it is of interest 

to you and frankly I am shocked you did not bring it up first.” She stood wide-eyed for a 

moment. 

“Okay, so,” Charlie prompted. 

“I just need to make certain you’re truly listening. It irritates me when I have to repeat 

myself and you know my complexion tints like a tomato when I’m irritated and can you imagine 

if I had to repeat myself a second time! And, of course, as I’m at my most tomato-ness, Ethan 

would turn that corner right there and see me and be absolutely disgusted and never speak to me 

again. And then no one would ever love me because Ethan would tell everyone that I am a 

hideous tomato and I would be stuck repeating myself to you for the rest of my days.”  

Now Charlie was silent. He stared wide-eyed at Madeline, waiting for her to get to an 

actual point. Catty was too young for Maddy to confide about boys and Charlie has been her 

closest friend since she could talk. Frankly, Ethan was bland and lacked character. But Maddy 

had been infatuated with him for about 3 and a half weeks. I believe the day she decided was 

March 31st. They’ve never actually spoken. But, none-the-less, he was important enough to 

Maddy to play a role in her daily morning rambling before she reached the intention that 

originally motivated her to speak. He knew she would tell him whatever it was she had to say 

without further prompting in less time than it would take to prompt her.  

Madeline took in a deep breath, sort of like a vocal drum roll, and blurted out, “Today 

is-” 
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“April 19th!” The second Madeline said the word today Charlie remembered and joined 

Maddy on the declaration of the date. Charlie’s voice carried a sense of surprise, Maddy’s more 

excitement and a slight air of superiority. He could now hear Maddy yelling but he muffled the 

sound and moved it to the back of his mind. She was going on about how he stole her moment by 

joining in, but he was distracted by his own absent minded memory. He couldn’t believe he 

didn’t realize the date sooner. Of all things for Charlie to forget- a date! “So do you think it will 

be any different?” he turned to Maddy.  

“Well I certainly wouldn’t imagine it to be. She’s been our teacher for nine years and it’s 

always been the same. I mean, maybe. But don’t hold your breathe.” Maddy shrugged with a 

laugh. 

“That also make me look like a tomato.” she joked, puffing her cheeks out to the sides as 

if she was actually going to hold her breathe. 

“Or, if you hold it long enough, maybe a blueberry.” 

“Ha ha ha ha.” Maddy’s real laugh took over her fake one and they walked further down 

the hall which, upon the April 19th realization, seemed to lurk in a much gloomier fate.  

April 19th was sort of the dark day in Docuntile. Every year on this exact date, 

everything just sort of shuts down. All the shops close early and all the older people, the people 

who remember, turn solemn and vacant. That number dwindles every year, of course. But since I 

can remember, Mrs. Losten has been one of those people. One of those people whose spirit 

leaves for April 19th. Every year, on April 19th, she never smiles. She does not speak. Her 

movement is economic. She only shifts when necessary. Really, it’s like seeing a portrait, only 

the painter didn’t use any tints at all, save black. (I know some people consider black a tint.)  
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They approached the archway of the classroom and entered just far enough to see the 

words “April 19th” written on the board. There is nothing under the “objective” box and nothing 

under the “assignment box.” And they sit. In silence. And they look at her. And she does not 

look back.  

The first time this happened they were seven years old. Someone spoke that first time, on 

April 19th. No one has spoken in Mrs. Losten’s class on April 19th since. Now, because no one 

ever spoke, no one ever knew quite why April 19th was so dark. Supposedly the children are told 

about April 19th at the age of twenty-five, when they are no longer children. So Charlie had ten 

years to go. Ten years is far too long a time.  

Now envisaging those ten years ahead of him, Charlie followed Maddy to their desks. 

She walked ahead of him with some sort of eagerness, as if she expected to find out today. 

Perhaps the curiosity of the whole situation was enough to excite her. Charlie followed behind 

her and let his mind drift into projections of that day when he would turn twenty-five. He rarely 

lets himself think of the future. Really all there is to do with the future is think of it. This seemed 

like a waste of time to Charlie’s mind but, in this case, he decided it was okay to look forward to 

this future because he is looking forward to a day when he will learn about the past. Really, he’s 

wondering about the past. So it’s okay.  

The vision from his blinks this morning flashed through his head and he decided it had 

something to do with that. Perhaps April 19th was the day organization was dictated by the ages. 

The picture he was seeing in his head this morning may have been children of all ages out of 

order. But if that was the case he couldn’t understand why the ages would already be in tints, if 
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order hadn’t been assigned, yet. Or why the day was so sad. No, it must’ve been something 

awful, it must’ve been something that a whole - 

Charlie’s thoughts were interrupted by a paper landing before him. “I dare you to speak 

on April 19th.”  He looked back at Maddy who held a suspicious intrigue between her lips. She 

always looked like she knew something was going to happen. Except, Charlie decided she must 

not always be right because every moment isn’t a something and if she always looks like she’s 

expecting a something, sometimes she must be wrong. She was just always anticipating what 

was coming next. Maddy was one of those people who remembered dates in the future.  

Charlie sent his eyes to the back of his head like a flare, making sure Maddy’s absurd 

request was clearly addressed. Dares are only things people are too scared to do themselves 

anyhow and if Maddy’s scared he would never be stupid enough to risk it. He flattened the paper 

and took out his pencils. He let the pencils choose their own path and began drawing an 

unfamiliar thing. Well, unfamiliar being a relative term. He cannot recall it specifically but he’s 

supposing he’s seen it somewhere, only he’s not sure where. He pressed the lemon tinted pencil 

in the paper and followed the pressure in a circular motion until the shape was defined. Then he 

took the lime tinted pencil and drew a line as if the sun was growing the sun atop it. He listened 

to the sky tinted pencil drag in curves around the sun that balanced on the lime pole and got lost 

in the lines of his own masterpiece. He filled in the curves until there were many suns on many 

poles with many curves. He imagined a world with so many suns. He nearly filled the page and 

he would’ve done it if the bell hadn’t commanded him to stop.  

He saw Maddy slip out of her seat to follow Ethan into the hallways (slyly, of course) but 

took his time organizing his pencils in their tin. He knew she would be right there outside the 
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door when he was done anyhow. Any conversation she had with Ethan wouldn’t have the length 

to carry her father than 1/6th of the way down the hallway. He zipped his bag and grabbed his 

paper and was nearly out the door when the thin slice of tints fluttered to the ground. In it’s 

journey down, Charlie glimpsed at his own handy work and noticed the close resemblance it bore 

to his blink from the morning.  

He bent down to retrieve it and the memory of his beautiful blink from this morning gave 

way, or rather was forced to abdicate its place, to a vision of a man, pale and still lying on his 

back like he was looking at the sky. Only his eyes were closed, so he couldn’t have been looking 

at the sky. It more so looked like he was frozen in time. Next to him was a woman with water 

falling from her face, and touching the still man as if she wanted to remind him to be a part of 

time. All this happened in a single blink. Charlie wondered if the man ever remembered to be a 

part of time again. If he ever joined the woman. Charlie had been so engrossed by his internal 

moment he hadn’t noticed his paper was being crumpled. He looked up to see Mrs. Losten, 

whose hand must’ve brushed his when they both reached to retrieve the paper. Her face was still 

stuck like a painting but her hands mangled the paper as though it held some sort of evil. Charlie 

looked into her eyes as if to ask “why?” but she couldn’t hear his question because today was 

April 19th. Today she may as well have been a mere portrait of herself. Charlie glanced down at 

the ball that was once the permanent preservation of his blink. It lived in the waste bin now. He 

turned away and left it to it’s new home. He would leave for school early tomorrow so he would 

get to blink for longer.  

Maddy had been waiting for him outside the door. She caught his stride on his way out. 

He held her hand the whole way home. They had done this everyday when they were small. Now 
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they only do it on occasion, when they can tell one of them needs it. They walked in silence as he 

let the touch of Maddy’s hand paint illustrations of her life on the insides of his eyelids with 

every blink.  

The next morning, Charlie woke up feeling more refreshed than usual. This is only 

natural seeing as he got more sleep than usual. His dreams had overtaken him and he had missed 

his alarms. He barely had time to grab peanut butter toast and he certainly didn’t have time to 

take his own path to school. Usually his blinks from the day influence his dreams in some way, 

but all last night he saw that man. Only that man. It didn’t seem as though he would ever be 

returning to time. The women seemed to know that. But his dream didn’t tell him where the still 

man would go instead.  

The first part of the day flashed by fairly quickly. The bell chimed for lunch hour and 

everyone pulled out their lunch bags and in this moment Charlie realized he was so concerned 

with his peanut butter toast he forgot to grab his lunch bag. He walked up to Mrs. Losten’s desk 

to request a hall pass so he could go get lunch from the machine at the end of the hall. He stood 

at the desk and waited as she fumbled for a hall pass. Her face had more life today. Her body, 

too. While he stood at the desk he let his gaze wander until it landed on a picture frame of a man. 

It didn’t merely land, it stuck. This was the man. The still man. And he was frozen forever in this 

two dimensional frame on Mrs. Losten’s desk. His eyes lingered too long because and when he 

returned his gaze to Mrs. Losten her eyes fluttered with an uncontrollable anxiety from him to 

the still man and back to him.  
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“I’m sorry.” Even as he spoke, he was unsure why he said it. She cleared her throat a bit 

and looked down. When she looked up she was back in the classroom again, opposed to 

whereever it was she was before.  

“Oh no need. Go get your lunch, honey.” She said in the most quintessential teacher 

voice she could muster as an attempt to manufacture some kind of artificial normalcy. Like when 

Maddy manipulates her voice when she’s telling a story about a teacher and she pretends to be 

one for a second. She slipped the paper into Charlie’s hands and patted his back lightly as if to 

say “move along.” In that instant, I saw it: the darkness and the water falling from the sky and 

the town falling. There was no sun. It was almost beautiful, but the world was shattering around 

it. There were no streets or roads. The whole town was taking a bath. It must’ve been nighttime 

because there was no sun, but there was no moon. The sky was barricaded.  

Charlie didn’t speak for the rest of the day. He didn’t even eat the sandwich he got from 

the machine down the hall. He just let the image of the water falling engulf him, until he fell 

asleep.  

  Charlie’s eyes opened and his lungs inflated as he gulped down air. His skin was wet 

and it stuck to his bed sheets. He kept his eyes open for as long as he could but the blinks were 

inevitable. And he was drowning in them. Drowning. That’s a word Charlie has never heard 

before. It appeared in his mind like an epiphany, but it whispered. He hummed quietly to himself 

on a single pitch. He let his lips buzz and put his hand on his chest and let it resonate into his 

hand. And he hoped with each breath in between that another word would come. Another 

thought. Another name. Anything. He just wanted to know what he was seeing. Why he’d never 

seen it before. Why the colors in the field are only behind his eyelids and never on the ground. 
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Why no one ever speaks of such things. Why April 19th is a dark day. Why he can’t know until 

he’s twenty five. Who decided these things. Does anyone actually know them. The questions 

marched through his mind in a line. Questions shouldn’t be a line. Questioned are curved. They 

are searching. But these questions were all in a line, as if they knew they were never going to be 

answered. Charlie tried to drown himself in his own hum, hoping the hum would replace the 

violent tapping that came with each blink. It didn’t.  

Just as it seemed the night had lasted over a year the sun peaked it’s face up and it bled 

onto the sky like ink spilt on paper. Without a thought, Charlie’s heels thud on his cold floor. He 

pulled on his robe made his way swiftly down the stairs and out the front door. And he just 

stood. His feet on the pavement, still chilly from the moonlight. And he didn’t dare close his 

eyes.  

Once he was sure the sun was still there and it shattered with the world behind his 

eyelids, he took himself back inside and readied for school. Questions were burning inside him. 

Burning for answers. Burning for more questions. Sometimes just burning. Sometimes it didn’t 

even seem as though there was a question. Sometimes his lungs just burned. Like he was 

drowning.  

He made it to the field and sat down. (He had brought an extra pair of pants in case he 

couldn’t shake the ashes off in a convincing manner.) And he sat and he closed his eyes and he 

pressed his palms against his eyelids and he could see them again. The colors. Colors. Colors. 

Charlie said it over and over in his head. Once or twice he even tried to form it on his lips. He 

was sure that was the most beautiful word he had ever heard.  And the colors were dancing in a 

way he’d never seen colors dance. He put his hands down on the ground, surprised to feel the 
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ashes. He had nearly forgotten where he was. And he tried to forget again. He imagined the ashes 

were soft. He pushed his weight into one hand and then into the other, so he was dancing with 

the colors.  

It wasn’t until he had let his whole body completely down in the ashes that he 

remembered where he was. Or when he was. He felt the pricks and the ashes on his neck and his 

eyes snapped open. The sun glared into them. The sun had never seemed angry to Charlie until 

this very moment, watching it reflect off the ashes. He leaned his head down to shield it from the 

glare of the sun and glanced down to see his watch. He felt his stomach drop into the ground, 

through the ashes and through whatever was below them. He left it behind picked up his bag and 

started running. Still looking down away from the sun, until the field ended and his feet hit the 

sidewalk.  

He heard first bell ring as the door to Mrs. Losten’s room came into sight. He nearly got 

there too as a figure stepped into view, blocking his path. “Well, well, where were you dawdling 

this morning?” He had so many words running through his head and he couldn’t seem to get any 

of them out. He didn’t want to say he was at the field with the ashes. That’s not what it was and 

he knew it. He was with the color, with the-  

“Charlie, I’m speaking to you. Why is your shirt all black? You surely know it is not 

acceptable not only to be tardy but to enter in such disarray and with no-” 

“I was with the flowers.” The colors. That’s what they’re called. They’re called flowers. 

It came out as easy as breath. Unannounced. Charlie was elated. Just as his lips started levitating 

into a smile, he felt on a sting on his check and the room burst into flames. And he saw them -the 

flowers, his beautiful flowers he could now call by name. He saw them burning. He saw angry 
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faces yelling in the glow of the little suns. The angry balls of sun that killed each flower, each 

color, one at a time. Usually when his eyes open again after a blink, the whole vision vanished. 

But this time, he opened his eyes to find himself beholding that same angry face from his vision. 

His smile was pushed somewhere on the other end of the hall and Mrs. Losten was as red as a 

rose. But not as gentle. The color of the rose, the intention of the thorn. Charlie’s toes curled in 

his sneakers. The two of them looked at each other in silence.  

“Who taught you that word?” This was not the teacher voice Charlie had been hearing his 

whole life. This was darker, hollower. Like it had been emptied and buried. Charlie was now a 

threat. Behind Mrs. Losten’s back the whole class sat in awe. Even Maddy had lost her usual 

anticipatory smile. Even Maddy couldn’t say what would happen next. Charlie couldn’t answer 

the question. No one had taught him that word.  

He wanted to leave. He wanted to turn and go back to the field. To take back his words 

and go sit down next to Maddy like nothing had happened. But he couldn’t look away. He 

couldn’t quite read them, but he could see the answers to every question Charlie had was in Mrs. 

Losten’s eyes. They were buried by pain and grief and black ash but they were in there. “Tell 

me.” He said. “Tell me why you burned the flowers.”  

Her lips hardly moved as she spoke. Like her face was cemented in place. “Do you know 

how flowers grow, Charlie? They call to the rain. They drink it. And it pounds down on them 

and everything around them. You’ve never seen the rain, Charlie, because we protected you from 

it…” And she kept talking as Charlie’s mind sprinted ahead of him as if it was trying to get 

away. She talked of drownings and death and the still man appeared behind Charlie’s eyelids 

again and he squeezed them tight and he saw the still man and he saw the rain falling and he saw 
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the flowers growing in the rain and he saw the people burning the flowers. They burned the 

flowers to punish the rain. Charlie couldn’t understand. All this time he has lived in the place 

where the flowers burned. In the place that hides from the rain. Rain. Rain. Rain. Rain. And he 

repeated it to himself until it rained on his cheeks. And he did not open his eyes. When he finally 

opened his eyes, Mrs. Losten’s voice was static. The room was spinning and he couldn’t see. The 

visions fused and it was raining in the classroom and there were flowers in Maddy’s kitchen with 

Catty making lunch and he was drowning. He felt his body rocking up and down. He felt his feet 

catching each step just before it left it. He felt the wind in his air. He ran back over the ashes and 

past the fence. He was sure his heart would stop soon. Everything went black.  

Before he even opened his eyes, he could smell them. This was the first time Charlie had 

ever seen black behind his eyelids. He let them float up. He let the colors in and he let the sun in. 

This was Banflo. This was the danger they’ve been keeping from us. Charlie’s first thought was 

to get Maddy. To show her this beautiful place. He would tell her he’s been here. He stood up 

quickly in the excitement but was brought back down by a stinging in his leg. He must’ve caught 

it on the fence. At the thought of the fence his mind flipped. What if they burned these flowers 

too? What if they destroy this place? His place. All the stories he’d heard of about Banflo. 

Someone had made that up. Someone who built that fence must’ve known what was really 

behind it. Someone saved it.  

Charlie would go back to Docuntile. He had to. He would find Maddy and together they 

would find the person who saved the flowers in Banflo.  

He will make sure everyone in the place where the flowers burned knows what is just 

behind the fence. Maybe he will even remind the people who burned the flowers that they are not 
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evil. They must’ve been loved once. Charlie could do it. He wasn’t quite sure how. But he would 

make sure the flowers grow again in the place where the flowers burned.  

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 


